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Cub Plus Corner Suite shown in American Walnut
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You find serenity while sewing, and take pride in the projects you 

create… but does your sewing studio give you the same sense of 

satisfaction? 

Koala Studios complement your home as well as your creativity, 

providing a luxurious area for sewing with unsurpassed quality and 

unmistakable beauty. 

Most importantly, Koala Studios are custom built for you. from 

the height and color to the storage and surface areas, each koala 

studio is more than a home for your machine… it’s a reflection  

of you.  

Koala Studios are the leading brand of sewing furniture and sold 

exclusively through the best sewing, quilting and embroidery 

retailers. keep reading to discover what makes us stand apart. your 

studio is where you create… and we’d love to create a studio just 

for you. 
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Koala understands that where you sew is a reflection of who you are. That’s why each 

Koala Studio starts first as a base model and then is customized specifically for you 

and your home’s décor.  

Choose from eight elegant finishes for your studio. With wood grain ticking and rich 

color, each studio is as stunning as it is durable. Every inch of your studio – inside 

and out, including the rounded corners and beveled edges – are finished with Koala’s 

exclusive scratch-resistant and water-resistant veneer. Koala studio accessories are 

also available in all eight elegant finishes. Choose the color that best complements 

your home décor, style and creativity.

CUSTOMIZED TO  
ENHANCE YOUR DÉCOR 

SewMate Base Model Shown in African Ebony
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29 1/4”

32 1/4”

35 1/4”

38 1/4”

AFRICAN EBONY

AMERICAN WALNUT

BIRDSEYE MAPLE

CANADIAN MAPLE

BRAZILAN CHERRY

ASIAN GOLDEN TEAK

ENGLISH WHITE ASH

NORTHERN  
AMERICAN OAK

Koala understands that each sewer has a preference for the height of their studio, 

due to both the height of the sewer and the type of projects they’ll be completing. 

Each Koala Studio can be raised either 3” or 6” for sitting comfort or a height more 

suited for cutting.

Of the ten Koala Studios, you can customize the height of your studio at 29 ¼”, 32 

¼”, 35 ¼” and 38 ¼”. Models that are 35 ¼” and 38 ¼” include an adjustable foot 

control rest and platform. 

CUSTOMIZED For  
Every Individual 

The Treasure Chest Plus IV, StorageCenter Plus and CraftPro IV and the SewMate Plus IV are limited to one 3” height modification. 
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Koala Studios are built in the United States with the utmost in 

craftsmanship and quality. Every detail of your Koala Studio –from 

the environmentally-friendly, highest-grade engineered wood base 

to the steel components and decorative handles – were chosen with 

quality, elegance and luxury in mind.  

Our American facility uses all-new state-of-the-art equipment 

that enables Koala to incorporate advanced and requested design 

features unique to the sewing industry, including customizing 

options. Each studio is hand-built by furnishing experts in the 

heartland of America. 

When you choose a Koala Studio, you’re choosing the highest quality 

studio that the industry has to offer. That’s why all Koala Studios 

and Furniture include a limited lifetime warranty as our promise of 

quality and responsibility for your enjoyment and satisfaction.

Unparalleled 
Quality

Shown in Asian Golden Teak
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Unparalleled 
Quality

Exclusive Remote-Controlled Electric Glide Lift 

Koala’s lift and platform evenly supports the largest and heaviest machines with a load 

capacity of 169 lbs. With just the push of a button, the remote control can stop the machine 

in any position with no effort or mechanical lift adjustment. In every position, including 

the top embroidery position, the machine platform will remain solid and steady while evenly  

supporting your machine. 

100% Smooth Surface 

Every corner is rounded and beveled, with no exposed hinges or rough edges on leafs or 

extensions. This eliminates any drag or snagging of fabric and gives that fine furniture touch. 

Top Quality Hardware 

Koala Studios are built with steel components, including a 270° heavy gauge door and weight-

bearing barrel hinges. You’ll also find locking casters with non-marking polyurethane tires. 

And they look beautiful.

Steel Drawer Glides 

Koala drawers feature full-extension steel drawer glides with silent soft-closing hydraulic cushions 

that prevents drawers from slamming. Each drawer has been weight-tested to hold 120 lbs. 
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It doesn’t get any easier than the Koala Top Drawer Delivery Service. Koala knows 

that you’ll want to start using your new studio right away – that’s why we’ve taken all 

of the work out of the delivery. Two delivery men will arrive at your home during a 

scheduled window of time to make your delivery. 

Each Koala Studio arrives at your home fully-assembled with casters and hardware 

in place. Want your studio upstairs? No problem; it will be moved from the truck to 

the room of your choice. The delivery men will unpack your studio, place the studio 

where you prefer and remove all of the packaging. All you need to do is position the 

optional shelves, add your machine and enjoy your new studio.

Top Drawer 
Delivery 
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Quiltmate Plus IV  at 35 1/4” Height
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Quiltmate Plus IV
S T U D I O  A N D  S U I T E

If you love quilting or large projects, then you 

deserve a space that allows you to truly stretch 

your imagination. The QuiltMate Plus IV was 

designed to do just that with a surface area of 23 

square feet.  With the machine placed to the right 

of the smooth surface and a maximum height of 

35 ¼”, the QuiltMate Plus is more than a place to 

sew - you’ll be able to stretch your fabric freely for 

cutting, piecing and placement. You’ll also find 

an adjustable foot control and platform for sitting 

comfort while stitching. 

To complete your suite, the RollAbout and 

StorageCenter provide the necessary storage. The 

left and right Cub Plus IV studios provide the 

perfect book ends to the RollAbout with ready 

access to additional machines and sergers. With 

the QuiltMate Plus IV studio and suite, you can 

maximize your space as well as your creativity.

ASIAN GOLDEN TEAK

Outback Shelves

Adjustable Foot Control Rest
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QuiltPro Plus IV  at 29 1/4” Height
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Cub Plus LH at 29 1/4” Height

RollAbout and StorageCenter at 35 1/4” Height

QuiltPro Plus IV
S T U D I O  A N D  S U I T E

The QuiltPro Plus IV brings style, symmetry, and 

space to your sewing room. In addition to 23 square 

feet of workspace surrounding your machine, you’ll 

find storage to the left and right, ensuring that the 

notions, thread and fabric you need are always on 

hand. When paired with a CubPlus IV, a serger or 

additional machine is always within your reach. 

You’ll also find room for two Madeira Thread 

Treasure Chests, giving you a stunning home for 

more thread than any other Koala Studio. 

The versatile companion Koala pieces can create 

the perfect suite to complement your QuiltPlus 

IV Studio. Match a StorageCenter and RollAbout 

for a remarkable amount of surface space and 

vast fabric and notions storage. Edit embroidery 

designs, measure and cut fabric, and access all your 

machines to sew, embroider, quilt or serger – all 

without leaving the comfort of your sewing room!

ENGLISH WHITE ASH
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DualMate Plus IV  at 35 1/4” Height
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StorageCenter Plus IV at 35 1/4” Height

DualMate Plus IV at 35 1/4” Height
with 2 Adjustable Foot Control Rests

DualMate Plus IV
S T U D I O  A N D  S U I T E

If you enjoy a variety of techniques, multi-tasking 

with projects and exploring new ideas, the DualMate 

Plus IV has the versatility you’ve been searching 

for. You’ll find a home for your sewing machine, 

embroidery or quilting machine, and a serger – all 

in one studio! Lower the machines you aren’t using 

for a larger surface area or instantly take a project 

from one machine to the other! 

Add a RollAbout to one or both sides of the 

DualMate Plus IV for an astonishing 39 square feet 

of workspace. Take advantage of storage and shelving 

units and thread boxes to have everything you need 

for each machine within reach. Complete your suite 

with a StorageCenter that can hold fabric, notions 

and supplies for any idea that you can dream up. 

This is the studio and suite for any creative type in 

search of a flexible and resourceful home.

CANADIAN MAPLE
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TreasureChest Plus IV  at 35 1/4” Height
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StorageCenter Plus IV at 35 1/4” Height

Top Quality Hardware

TreasureChest Plus IV
S T U D I O  A N D  S U I T E

Create an oasis for you to start your next project 

with the TreasureChest Plus IV. Discover the 

height, storage and creative space you need to be  

organized. Enjoy 3 large drawers for incredible 

storage, plus space for a Madeira Rayon or Aerofil 

Thread Treasure Chest. Keep your supplies on  

hand with the luxury of a built-in notions 

palette. Enjoy every inch of usable space in you 

sewing room by pairing the TreasureChest with a 

StorageCenter. 

The TreasureChest is the perfect height to work 

comfortably while sitting or standing. Enjoy a  

cutting table with over 22 square feet of workspace 

when open.

A perfect companion to the TreasureChest is 

the StorageCenter. Built in the same height and 

dimension, they can be used side by side or back 

to back.

BRAZILIAN CHERRY
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SewMate Plus IV  at 29 1/4” Height
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RollAbout Companion Storage at 29 1/4” Height

Cub Plus IV at 29 1/4” Height

SewMate Plus IV
S T U D I O  A N D  S U I T E

The SewMate Plus IV has everything you need to 

maximize your sewing area, no matter how big or 

small. This gorgeous studio perfectly complements 

your home as well as the capabilities of your machine. 

Enjoy spacious shelves, a home for your Madeira 

Thread Chest, fabric and notions palettes, an area 

for thread and notions boxes and more. Plus, add 

an Outback leaf extension for additional surface 

space when you need it. The SewMate Plus IV finds 

the potential in sewing rooms of every size. 

If you have room for a complete suite, combine a 

Left Cub Plus with two RollAbouts for additional 

machines and storage in a gorgeous corner setting.

AFRICAN EBONY
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Cub Plus IV and RollAbout Plus IV at 29 1/4” Height
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StorageCenter Plus IV at 35 1/4” Height

Cub Plus Corner Suite

Cub Plus IV
S T U D I O  A N D  S U I T E

The Cub Plus IV is the perfect addition to a 

small sewing area, or a spacious suite. Know that  

whatever size your room is, you won’t have to sacrifice 

on style! With two versions available, the Cub Plus 

IV is uniquely adaptable to your room. The Left 

Cub Plus IV includes a smooth fabric palette, while 

the Right Cub Plus IV includes a notions palette that 

holds your notions with convenience and style.

The Cub Plus IV is a great stand-alone studio, but 

is also perfect for any suite. Place a Left or  Right 

Cub Plus next to a StorageCenter, or next to a 

RollAbout with a corner top. The Cub Plus finds 

the perfect fit for spaces of any size. 

AMERICAN WALNUT
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Koala Studios are designed to fit and function together. 

Add a companion piece that works seamlessly to enhance the 

workspace and storage space of your studio. Combine studios 

with identical heights and finishes to complete an entire 

ensemble in your sewing suite. 

Koala Studios were created to adapt to spaces of all shapes and 

sizes. With such versatility, you’ll find a variety of options with 

any combination of Studios to enhance the way you sew. When 

your needs grow, you can effortlessly add another piece from 

the Koala Line that perfectly coordinates with the Studios you 

already own.

DESIGN

YOUR OWN

STUDIO
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Featured Studio:
QuiltMate Plus IV 

Custom Built Height: 35 1/4” 
Seen on Page 8

Featured Studio:
Quiltpro Plus IV 

Custom Built Height: 29 1/4” 
Seen on Page 10
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Featured Studio:
dualMate Plus IV 

Custom Built Height: 35 1/4” 
Seen on Page 12

Featured Studio:
treasurechest Plus IV 

Custom Built Height: 35 1/4” 
Seen on Page 14
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Featured Studio:
sewmate Plus IV 

Custom Built Height: 29 1/4” 
Seen on Page 16

Featured Studio:
cub Plus iv left or right handed  

Custom Built Height: 29 1/4” 
Seen on Page 18
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If you’d like additional cutting or crafting space, the CraftPro Plus IV is the perfect companion 

table for your suite. Enjoy 28 square feet of space for measuring, cutting, piecing, crafting and 

more. Plus, take advantage of 2 convenient notions palettes, adjustable shelving and two stationary  

machine platforms.

CraftPro IV
C O M P A N I O N  P I E C E S

Shown in Asian Golden Teak at 35 1/4”  HeightShown from top to bottom:
closed, open and open with optional outback shelves
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The StorageCenter Plus IV does exactly what it promises – add an astonishing amount of storage to 

your suite. Enjoy 6 spacious soft-touch, self-closing drawers and space for fabric, thread and cutting 

boards. There’s even a place for your Madeira Thread Treasure Chest. Plus, you’ll have the freedom 

of over 17 square feet of workspace with the optional Outback leaf. 

StorageCenter Plus IV
C O M P A N I O N  P I E C E S

Shown in Brazilian Cherry at 35 1/4” Height Shown from top to bottom:
closed, open and open with outback leaf
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Created to compliment any Koala Studio, the Design Center Plus IV provides a home for your 

second or third machine or can be used as computer or office station.  Like all Koala Studios, it can 

be ordered as a base model and then customized to fit your Studio needs.  The top work area is a solid 

surface without a machine lift platform, providing versatility to be used for machines, computers or 

as a desk top.

Design Center
C O M P A N I O N  P I E C E S

Shown in Asian Golden Teak at 29 1/4” HeightShown from top to bottom:
base, base plus 2nd tier and base plus 2rd tier and doors
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The trusted RollAbout Plus IV is the perfect companion piece for any studio that needs extra storage 

and space. Add three large drawers and extra workspace to your suite by placing this next to your 

studio. Plus, the RollAbout Plus IV can also adapt to the corner of your room like no other piece with 

the optional corner top as shown above. 

RollAbout Plus IV
C O M P A N I O N  P I E C E S

Shown in  Birdseye Maple at 29 1/4” Height Shown from top to bottom with:
standard top, outback leaf and corner top
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The Madeira Rayon Thread Set includes 194 brilliant colors of Madeira Rayon No. 40 embroidery 

thread, organized neatly into three labeled trays with a home for every spool. Embroider with 

incredible quality, exact color consistency and professional, flawless results. 

Several Koala Studios include an area for the optional Madeira Thread Treasure 

Chest. Enjoy a gorgeous 3-drawer home for your thread with a finish  

and hardware that perfectly match your Koala Studio.  

Madeira Rayon Thread Treasure Chest 
 A C C E S S O R I E S

Shown in Asian Golden Teak
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The Madeira Aerofil Thread Set includes 194 brilliant colors of Madeira Aerofil No. 120 polyester 

sewing and quality thread organized neatly into three labeled trays, with a home for every spool. 

Aerofil thread is designed with extra elasticity and strength to sew knot-free. 

Both the Rayon and Aerofil Thread Sets also include thread nest inserts, color 

guides to neatly label every spool of thread, snips, a seam ripper, a printed color 

chart and a Stabilizer Starter Set.

Madeira aerofil Thread Treasure Chest 
 A C C E S S O R I E S

Shown in North American Oak

AFRICAN EBONY

AMERICAN WALNUT

BIRDSEYE MAPLE

CANADIAN MAPLE

BRAZILAN CHERRY

ASIAN GOLDEN TEAK

ENGLISH WHITE ASH

NORTHERN  
AMERICAN OAK
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Koala Studios include a variety of accessories and add-ons, ensuring that your 

studio has the space and storage you need for fabric, notions, and supplies.  

Shelves, extensions and wood machine inserts are available in the same finish  

as your studio.

ACCESSORIES AND ADD-ONS

SEWCOMFORT CHAIRS 

Choose a chair that matches not only your décor, but your Studio. SewComfort upholstered chairs 

include a base in the same finish as your Koala Studio, and are available in four gorgeous colors. 

SewComfort Chairs remain true to their name, with an ergonomic design, footrest and 6-way 

adjustments that allows you to sew with the ultimate comfort. The SewComfort Chair extends in 

height to accommodate all studio heights.
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drawer bin
2 notions bins

2-shelf unit 2-shelf unit

3 thread boxes 8

8

8

8 8

Overall Height Modification
Available in 3” increments with a maximum 
total increase of 6”.  The TreasureChest Plus 
IV, SewMate Plus IV, StorageCenter Plus IV, 
and CraftPro Plus IV are limited to one 3-inch 
height modification. 

madeira rayon thread set to 
fill thread treasure chest

194-spool set of Madeira Rayon No. 40 
Embroidery thread plus thread nest inserts and 
color guides, snips, seam ripper, thread color 
chart, Stabilizer Starter Set, Amazing Designs 
Embroidery Design CD with 82 designs.

thread treasure chest in 
matching STUDIO finish

Our popular three-drawer chest in the exact 
finish as ordered studio. Drawers are empty; 
ready to fill.

storage and shelving kit
Includes 1 drawer bin, 2 notions and accessory 
boxes, 3 thread storage boxes, and 4 door 
shelving units. 

custom matching wood 
machine insert

Custom made to your machine’s make and 
model in the exact finish as ordered studio. 

additional set of 5 thread 
and notions storage boxes 

3 thread boxes and 2 notion boxes - 
thread and notions not included.

outback shelves
Ordered as a set of 2, Outback shelves help 
make every space a storage space.

custom acrylic  
machine insert

Heavy-gauge Acrylic custom cut to your 
machine’s make and model. 

drawer storage bin
Designed for fabric and accessories. Fits in top 
of large capacity drawers. Fabric not included.

OutBack leaf extension and 
support standards

Double a studio’s work surface in the exact 
finish as ordered cabinet.

madeira aerofil thread set 
to fill thread treasure chest 
194-spool set of Madeira Aerofil No. 120 
polyester sewing and quilting thread plus 
thread nest inserts and color guides, snips, 
seam ripper, printed color chart, Stabilizer 
Starter Set.

set of 4 xl thread  
storage boxes 

Accommodates 1100yd spools and  
mini cones - thread not included.

6" additional

3” additional

standard height
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Koala Studios are sold exclusively through locally owned authorized 

retailers who specialize in sewing, quilting, and embroidery machines 

and accessories.  Seeing the furniture firsthand and experiencing the 

richness and quality will not only make you a Koala fan, but will also 

get you started designing your own Koala Studio.  Your local dealer 

has the expertise to guide you in customizing your Koala Studio.

 

Because every authorized retailer may not be able to display all 

Koala models and options, Koala provides a comprehensive online 

presentation of our furniture at The Sewing and Craft Club, www.

sewingandcraftclub.com.  Here you will find video and pictorial 

demonstrations of our models as well as ordering options that allow 

you to purchase online through your local Sponsoring Dealer.

 

The Sewing and Craft Club web site and your local authorized retail 

store are the only places genuine American-Made Koala Studios can 

be purchased.  If you have any questions, please call us toll free at 

1-877-496-8060 or email us at info@koala-usa.com.

WHERE TO ORDER  

YOUR CUSTOMIZED  

KOALA STUDIO
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